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1. Summary.    Given below is a brief description of the main results of this paper :

§3. It is shown that the study of a Markov process Xn(Q., S, 77) where Q is a

general state space, E a separable a-field of subsets of ß, and v a cr-finite stationary

measure for the process, can essentially be reduced to the study of a real-valued

Markov process Yn(K, A, A) where AT is a bounded interval or the entire real line,

A the Borel sets of K, and A Lebesgue measure, stationary for the process. To

show this a notion of isomorphism of processes is introduced. The main tool is the

geometric-isomorphism theorem of Halmos and von Neumann.

§4. Processes Xn(R, A, A) are discussed where R is the real line, and A and A are

as defined in §3. The selection of R rather than a bounded interval K is made

because we are particularly interested in infinite stationary measures and the

infinite case introduces a few technical difficulties. Treatment of the finite case is

practically identical to that of the infinite case except that it is simpler. The basic

result is that the process Xn(R, A, A) may be approximated in a certain way by

processes (called ^-processes) which are essentially Markov chains on a countable

state space. The nature of the approximation is "weak" convergence of measures

on function space. Such an approximation is useful because certain results difficult

to prove directly for processes on a continuous state space may be easy to prove

for Markov chains, and then carried over to the general process by using the

zc-processes. (Similar approaches have been used to approximate continuous time

by discrete time processes; in this paper it is the state space rather than the time

parameter which is discretized—time is discrete throughout.) Next, if the process is

conservative and ergodic (that is, the shift T is ; see [9] and Halmos' Lectures on

ergodic theory) we derive a few conclusions about the nature of the ^-processes.

§5. As an application of §4, we give a probabilistic proof of Birkhoff's ergodic

theorem.

§6. Using the isomorphism of §3, we extend the results of the paper to processes

Xjfl, E, 77) for E separable.

2. Some notations and conventions.

Complement of E in the universe = C(E).

Complement of E in F=F—E.

Closure of £ in a given topology = Cl (E).
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If p is a measure, x a point, <[a, b) some interval of real numbers, we write p(x)

for p({x}), p(a, by for p((a, b)). Fis called ju.-full, /x-null or p-ñnite if p(C(F)) = 0,

p(F)=0 or p(F)<oo, respectively. Euf is the expectation of a function / with

respect to the measure p. p/For p/zZ for a subset For a sub-a-field 2 is the restriction

of p to this set or this a-field. XJfl, 2,77) refers to a Markov process with state

space Q, a-field 2 of subsets of O, stationary measure 77 and stationary transition

probabilities. All measures are understood to be er-finite. If 2k is an increasing

sequence of a-fields, limfc 2k is the smallest cr-field containing each 2fc. limfc means

limfc^o,. A set F is stochastically closed if F(x, F) = 1 for every xeF; F is a.e.

stochastically closed if this relation holds only a.e. on F. For F a set, 2 a a-field,

F n 2 is the restriction of 2 to subsets of F.

3. The isomorphism theorem. Topological terminology follows Kelley [14].

2 is separable if it is countably generated. In [7] this word is used in a slightly

weaker sense, the term strict separability employed where we write "separable." If

2 is separable, 2 is atomic, and the atoms can be written as countable intersections

of generating sets [1]. A measure p. is continuous at x if p(x)=0; it is continuous if

it is continuous at each x e il In a metric space, the weight of a /¿-atom must be

concentrated at a point, so that if p is continuous, p is nonatomic [7, p. 334].

Lemma 3.1. Let 2 be a separable o-field of subsets of a set Q, such that each

singleton set is measurable. There is a topology 3~ on Q. such that

(i) Q. is a separable metric space under ¡T.

(ii) the Borel o-field A of ' 3~ is precisely 2.

Proof. Let {F¡} be a countable class generating 2. Define 3~ on Í2 by taking as

subbase for F the class ¡f = {E^ u {C(E/)}. Then if*, the smallest field of sets

over if, is a base for ^ is countable, and each set in if* is both open and closed.

A^2, for A2{FJ. Conversely, 25</ and so 22A. This proves (ii). Each point is

expressible as an at most countable intersection of elements of if, so that points

are closed sets. An arbitrary neighborhood of a point contains a closed neighbor-

hood of the point, namely a base element from if*, and so !F is regular. Urysohn's

metrization theorem [14, p. 125] then proves Q, separable metric, yielding (i).

Remark 1. In discussing Markov processes, one may automatically assume each

singleton set measurable if 2 is separable. To see this, let {Va} = Í2* be the class of

atoms of 2. A Markov process with Q* as state space may be defined in a natural

way. Let 2* be the a-field consisting of all subsets of Í2* such that E* e 2* and

E* = Uaew { K} ( W is some index set) if and only if E e 2 and E= \JaeW Va. Define

P*({Vß}, E*)=P(x, E) where Fand E* are as related above and x is any point in the

atom Vg. This yields a well-defined transition probability because P(-,E) is con-

stant on atoms of 2 by measurability. The transition probability F* induces a

Markov process {X%} which is "probabilistically equivalent" to {Xn} in an obvious

interpretation of this phrase. Moreover, by construction all singleton sets of £2*

are measurable.
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In the following, when we write Tx and TE, it is always to be assumed that the

statement makes sense; that is, the appropriate quantities are in the domain of T.

Definition. Let {Xn} and {X*} be Markov processes on (D, E, tt) and (f!*, S*, -n*)

respectively. XJfl, E, tt) is said to be isomorphic to X*(Q*, E*, tt*) if there exists

a one-one map T from almost all (tt) of Q. on almost all (it*) of Ü* such that

(i) E e S if and only if TE e E* and then tt(E) = tt*(TE).

(ii) If P* is the transition probability function for {A'*}

P(x, E) = P*(Tx, TE).

Definition. A measure space (Q, S, tt) is complete if every subset of a set of

measure zero is itself measurable. It is properly separable if there exists a separable

or-field E0ç=£ such that, to every £eS there corresponds an FeE0 with ZssFand

rr(F-E) = 0.

Let K be either a finite closed interval of real numbers, the entire real line or the

empty set ; let IF be an at most countable index set, perhaps empty, {p/} an abstract

set of points, and set A = (JieW p¡. Let Jl be the a-field consisting of the Borel

subsets of K and all subsets of A.

Theorem 3.1 (The isomorphism theorem). Let Xn(Q, E, it) be a Markov process

on separable E. Then XJfl, E, tt) is isomorphic to a process Yn(K u A, Jt', p). If K

is not void, p/K is Lebesgue measure. If A is not void, p(pt) > 0 for each i e W. We

always have -rr(Q.)=p(K)+p(A) so that if -n is continuous, p reduces to Lebesgue

measure on a bounded interval or on the entire real line.

Proof. Decompose E into an atomic part and a nonatomic part with respect to v

[1]. Since the atomic part must be concentrated on points by Remark 1 and Lemma

3.1, there are at most a countable number of points x( e Q with 7r(x¡)>0. On the

complement of this at most countable set, n is nonatomic (and may be identically

zero). For notational convenience, suppose this 7r-nonatomic part is Q itself

and let tt(Q)=1. Let E' be the ^-completion of E. Then (£2, E', tt) is properly

separable with E as associated separable a-field. Under the separable metric

topology 0~ defined in Lemma 3.1, Q may be embedded in its metric completion

Q*. Extend tt to a measure 7T* onE*=E' u Jf, where Jf is the class of all subsets of

Q*-Q, by putting n*(N)=0 for A/sQ*-Q. A Markov process X*(S1*, E*, tt*)

may be defined by setting P*(x, E*)=P(x, E* n Q) for xeil, £*eE*, and

P*(x, {x}) = 1 for x e D* — D. tt* is stationary for the process {X*}, tt* is continuous,

E* is complete and properly separable, and Í2* is topologically complete. Without

loss of generality, then, it may be assumed at the outset that Jon Ü yields a

complete separable metric space. Thus, Q is absolutely closed [10, p. 142], hence

absolutely Borel. It follows that if / is a one-one real-valued E-measurable

function on 0,/(D) is a Borel set in the reals [10, p. 301]. Now, O is a metric space

under 0", E is its Borel field and it is continuous on Q., so (D, E', tt) is a normal

measure space in the sense of Halmos and von Neumann [7, p. 336]. This is easily
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checked by referring to their definitions. Let A be Lebesgue measure. By the geom-

etric isomorphism theorem [7, p. 339] there exists a one-one measure preserving

map F from almost all (tt)Q on almost all (A)7, the unit interval, such that E e 2'

if and only if FF is Lebesgue measurable. Moreover, a study of the proofs of

Theorems 1 and 2 of [7] shows F g 2 if and only if TE is a Borel set of 7. Let A be

the 77-null set on which F fails to be defined. From the stationarity of 77, one easily

proves the existence of a stochastically closed 7r-full set AsC(A) such that T is

defined everywhere on A. Let {xi; i e W} be the set of 77-atoms, put Ax = (JieW x¡,

and Jtx =2 n(Au Ax). Let/?¡ be an abstract point for each i e W, and set Tx,=p,.

Tis now defined on A u Ax; let us put

P*(Fx, TE) = F(x, E);       x e A u Ax, EeJtx.

P* is clearly a transition probability defined on F(A u Ax)xJi. To extend F*

to /u A, where TAX = A, put

P*(y,{y})=l,      yel-TA.

Define p on JÍ by putting p(E) = X(E) for E e A, the Borel field of I, p(E) = tt(T~ 1E)

for EçA. Then for EeJ? n 7ÏA u Ax), p(E)=tt(T~1E) and

f     P*(y, E)p(dy) = f P*(y, E n [F(A u Ax)])p(dy)
JluA Jr(Ai_M1)

=  f       P(T- iy, T- H£ n [F( A U A x)]})n(dT- V)
J AuAi

= 77(F-1{Fn[T(Au^1)]})

= p(En[T(AvAx)]) = p(E),

so that p is stationary for the {Yn} process. This proves the theorem for tt(Q.) = 1,

hence for any bounded interval. If 77(D) = 00, using a-finiteness and nonatomicity,

partition Q. into sets Eu i=0, £1,..... 7r(F¡) = l, and map F¡ into [i, i+l] by T¡

according to the above procedure. This defines a map Fon almost all Q. into almost

all R, and the process is easily defined as before. This concludes the proof.

Remark 2. For our purposes, the 7r-atomic part A is a nuisance and uninter-

esting. Therefore, we shall usually assume it is absent to simplify proofs. Trivial

modifications of our arguments are necessary to adapt our demonstrations to

processes with a nontrivial atomic part.

4. ^-process approximation. Theorem 3.1 indicates the range of generality

of stationary Markov processes on separable 2: their study essentially reduces to

the study of real-valued processes on the Borel field with Lebesgue measure as

stationary measure. In this section we take processes Xn(R, A, A) where R is the

real line, A the Borel field, and A Lebesgue measure, and prove that we can ap-

proximate the process in a certain way by simpler processes that look like Markov

chains. The results of this section will be valid for the most general process
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Yn(Kxj A,J(,p) described in Theorem 3.1; trivial modifications of proofs and

statements are then necessary. By Remark 2, we are taking A to be empty and losing

nothing thereby ; therefore we have two distinct cases : K= a finite interval, say /, the

unit interval, and K= R. This corresponds to p finite in the first case, or p infinite

in the second. The treatment of the two cases in the study of A>process approxima-

tion is practically identical, except that the circumstance of an infinite measure

presents a few technical nuisances in writing the proofs. Since this is so, we have

chosen to work with R and let the reader simplify our arguments to get the finite

case rather than working the other way around.

Let XniR, A, A) be a Markov process as described above. Consider a sequence of

interval partitions of R, each a refinement of the preceding. To fix ideas, let

9i = {(a,a+l];a = 0, ±1, ±2,...},

9a = {(a, a+2"1]; a = 0, ± 1.2"1, +2.2"1,...},

and in general

^n = {(a,a + 21-"];a = 0, ±1.21-", +2.21"",...}.

Let Ak be the a-field generated by <&k.

Lemma 4.1. Ak is an increasing sequence of atomic o-fields with '¡Sk the class of

atoms of Ak and Xxmk Afc=A.

Proof. Only the last assertion needs proof. limk Ak is, by definition, the smallest

cr-field containing all semiclosed intervals with dyadic rational endpoints, that is

with endpoints of the form p2~" for p and q integers. This set is dense in R, proving

the lemma.

Let

(4.1) Pk(-,E) = Ex{P(-,E)\Ak}

for each EeA. Pk(-, E) is defined a.e. (A) on R by (4.1), is Afc-measurable, and

satisfies

(4.2) £ Pkix, E) dXk = £ Pix, E) dX

for all A eAk, where Xk is the restriction of A to Ak. If A is an atom of Afc, i.e., if

A e @k, Pk{x, E) reduces to a constant a.e. (A) on A and (4.2) yields

(4.3) Pkix, E) = (£ P(z, E) dXy\(A)) " »

for almost all x e A. Now obtain a well-defined function Pk(-, ■) on RxA by

using (4.3) as definition for every x e A e @k, EeA.

Lemma 4.2. For each xe R, Pk(x, •) is a measure on A andPk(-, ■) is a transition

probability on Rx Ak.
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Proof. For each x e R, x is an element of some unique atom A in @k. Defining

Pk(x, ■) by (4.3), it is clear that it is countably additive on A. For fixed FeA,

Pk(-, E) is Afc-measurable and Pk(x, R)=l for all xe R,so that Pk(-, ■) on R x Ak

is a transition function.

Lemma 4.3. limfc Pk(x, E)=P(x, E) a.e. (A) for every fixed E e A; the exceptional

null set may depend upon E.

Proof. (4.1) defines a martingale, so the conclusion is immediate by using

Theorem 4.3 of [3, p. 331]. (Although A on R is infinite, restrict attention to the

trace on individual atoms of A1; getting a martingale on each.)

Theorem 4.1. There is a Markov process {Xk, n ä 0} defined on (R, Ak) with one-

step transition probability function Pk(x, E), xe R, EeAk. The process has the

stationary measure Xk = X/Ak.

Proof. For E e Ak,

jpk(x, E)Xk(dx) = Jf(x, E)X(dx) = X(E) = Xk(E),

and so Xk is stationary for the transition function Pk(x, E) on R x Afc. Given this

transition function and Xk as initial measure (or any probability measure on Ak

instead) a Markov process {Xk} may be constructed in a standard way [see 3,

p. 190 and 9].

Remark 3. Let {Vk} be random variables defined by Vk=a if and only if

Xke(a-21~k, a] = A for Ae&k. Let

P%(a, b) = Pk(x, B)   forxeAe <$k

and(b-2l-k,b] = Be^k.

{Vk} is a Markov chain for each fixed k with countable state space, one-step

transition probability function P% and stationary measure Xk*(a) = Xk(A) = 21~k

where A is as defined above. The Markov chain { Vk} and the process Xk(R, Ak, Xk)

"look exactly alike" where the point a in the state space of the chain corresponds

to the atom A of the {Xk} process. We call the processes {Xk} "¿-processes"; it is

evident that Markov chain terminology ("irreducible," "persistent," etc., see [5])

can be employed for the ¿-processes with obvious meanings.

Let m be the measure on infinite-dimensional Euclidean space R'x of points

o) = (x0, xx,...) determined by A and the transition probability F(-, •) of the {Xn}

process. Thus, on cylinder sets of the form n?=o -SiXilftn+i Rin = C, B,eA,

R{i) = R, we have [3, p. 190]

(4.4) m(C)= [   X(dz)[  P(z,dzx)---\  P(zn.x,dzn).
Jb0 Jbi Jb„
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Since each Pk(z, • ) is a measure on A, for each k there is a measure pk on 7?'M such

that on cylinders C of the above form one has

(4.5) pk(C)=  f   Xk(dz) f   Pk(z,dzx)---\   Pk(zn_x,dzJ
Jb0 Jbi Jfln

However, we shall be more interested in the measure mk on R'x determined by Xk

and Pk(-, ■) on Rx Ak. This is the measure corresponding to the process {X%} and

the related Markov chain {V*}. mk is induced on R'x in the following way : Let C be

a cylinder of the above type where Z?¡ = (-oo, b¡], 0¿z"^«, then

(4.6) mk(C)= P°  Xk(dz) f1  P¿z,dz¿-  -P" Pfcizn.i, ife»)
J — CO J — CO J — 00

where c¡ á ¿¡ and c¡ is the unique right-hand endpoint of an interval in (Sk as close to

¿>i as possible. mk is thus a measure induced by a discrete joint distribution related

to the chain {V*}. The measure mk is identical to the measure on Borel sets induced

by this chain. The integral in (4.6) is computed with respect to the measures

Pk(z, ■) as measures over A; since the sets ( — oo, c¡] are elements of Ak, the measures

Pk(z, ■) are restricted to Ak and then the integral computed as a simple sum.

Fix k throughout the following paragraph. Consider the «-dimensional distribu-

tion functions

(4.7) Fk(xx, x2, ...,xn) = mk(Xko e (0, 1]; X? ixjaia «).

Let Rœ be infinite-dimensional Euclidean space of points u> = (xx, x2,...) and letFfc

and P be the measures induced on Rœ by Fk and F respectively, where F is defined

by (4.7) by removing k everywhere. The measures Pk and P are introduced

because they are finite; notice that if B e Rx, then (0, l]xB = B' is in /?'„, and

Pk(B) = mk(B');       P(B) = m(B').

By "=> " we mean weak-* convergence of measures [4, p. 462; 15]; often called

"weak convergence" by probabilists. Unfortunately this term has a different

meaning in Banach space theory. Since both concepts play a role in this paper, we

adhere to the terminology of functional analysis.

Our basic result is

Theorem 4.2 (The approximation theorem). Pk => P.

Proof. Pk(Ray)=P(Rœ)=l, so to prove the theorem it suffices to show

Fk(xu x2,..., xn) -> F(xx, x2,..., xn) on a dense set (xu x2,..., xn) in Rn, Euclid-

ean «-space, for each « = 1,2,... [16]. Take the dense set D of dyadic rationals,

i.e., endpoints of intervals in (Jk ^k. Fix « and xx, x2,..., xn in D. For k sufficiently

large, each x¡, l^z'^«, will be endpoints of @k intervals. Assuming k is large

enough to guarantee this, if C=(0, 1] x n"=i (~ °°> *i]

Ek(xx, x2,..., xn) = mk(C) = pk(C)

(4.8)
Í  Afc(o-z) f*1 Pk(z,dzx)--[X" Pk(zn_x,dzn

JO J - oo J - co
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as can be seen by observing the equality of (4.5) and (4.6) because of the nature of

Xi, x2,..., xn.

Define measures ak and a1 on A for 1 SjSn+l by induction ony, satisfying

(4.9) 40*) ^1;       cc'(R)SL

(4.10) a'(E) S X(E),        EeA,

(4.11) lim a{(E) = a'(E),       EeA.
k

Define aj and a1 by

4(F) =  f Xk(dz)Pk(z, E),       a\E) =  f X(dz)P(z, E).
Jo Jo

Since (0, 1] e Ak for each k, <4=ax by the definition of Pk(-, E) as a conditional

expectation. Moreover a1(R)=l and_a1(E)SX(E) by stationarity. Thus (4.9),

(4.10) and (4.11) are satisfied for ak and a1. Assume <4 and a' have been defined. Set

4+1(F)=  P  ak(dz)Pk(z, E)       ¿ + \E)= P  a'(dz)P(z, E).
J — 00 J — CO

These quantities are measures on A. (4.9) is satisfied, in fact, ak+1(R)Sa'k(—go, x,]

Sak(R)Sl, and similarly for ai + 1(R). (4.10) follows from

ai + 1(E) =  P  a'(dz)P(z,E) S  [*'  X(dz)P(z,E) S X(E)
J — 00 J — 00

by the induction assumption. Now, (4.9) and (4.11) imply ak converges to a*

weakly ([4, p. 308]; this is stronger than weak-* convergence). If/is any bounded

measurable function on (D, 2),

jfidp = X*(p)

defines a bounded linear functional x* on the Banach space of bounded countably

additive set functions on 2 (see [4]) and pk converging to p weakly implies

\fdpk^\fdp.

Let / be fixed and k > I, then

(4.12) P 4(dz)Pk(z, E) S P  ak(dz) sup Pk(z, E)
«Z-oo J-oo k>l

and

(4.13) P  ak(dz)Pk(z, E) ^  P ak(dz) inf Pk(z, E).
J-QO J - oo k>l
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The right-hand integrands in (4.12) and (4.13) are bounded, so the above remarks

on weak convergence applied to (4.12) and (4.13) as k->co give

(4.14) lim sup P a{(dz)Pk(z, E) ^ P  a\dz) sup Fk(z, E)
fcj-œ J-oo k>l

and

(4.15) liminf P  ajk(dz)Pk(z, E) ä  P  a\dz) inf Pk(z, E).
fe       J - oo J-oo k>l

Remembering that a'(N)=0 whenever A(A')=0, Lemma 4.3 and letting Z-^-co in

(4.14) and (4.15), we conclude

lim   ak+í(E) = ai + 1(E),
fe-» 00

which is (4.11), completing the construction by induction. In particular, if C is the

set appearing in (4.8)

lim Fk(xi, x2, ...,xn)=  lim pk(C) =  lim «¿(-co, xn]
/A    1A ft -* 00 fc-»00 fc-»CO

= an(-co, xn] = m(C)=F(xi, x2,..., xn).

Since xx, x2,..., xn are fixed but arbitrarily chosen elements of D, and « is arbitrary,

(4.16) is valid on a dense set of Rn for each «, proving the theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let f(xx, x2,...) be a real-valued function jointly continuous in

(4.17) Gk(x) = Pk(f(xx, x2,. ..) < x)

and define G(x) correspondingly by removing k in (4.17). Then Gk => G.

Proof. For the distribution functions Gk and G, the assertion of the theorem is

equivalent to proving Gk(x) -+ G(x) on a dense set of R. By joint continuity of/ the

set [f(xx, x2,...) < x] = Ox is open in Rx and F(C1 (®J) =P(OJ on the complement

of a countable set of x. P is regular so by Alexandroff's theorem [4, p. 316] and

Theorem 4.2, we have Pk(&x) -* P(®J on a dense set, proving the theorem.

Corollary 4.1. Iff(xx, x2,...) can be made jointly continuous in xx, x2,... by

altering its values on a set Nœ with limkPk(N°°)=P(Nx) = 0, then Theorem 4.3 is

still valid.

Proof. Let f*(xx, x2,... ) be a jointly continuous function agreeing with / on

CfTV00), let [f*(xi, x2,.. .)<jc]=0J, and <BX be the corresponding set for/ G*-Ox

S N°°, and on a dense set of x e R

IimPk(6x) = lim [Pk(&x)+Pk(0*x-C)x)] = HmPk(G*) = P(®*) = P((SX),
k k k

concluding the proof.
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Corollary 4.2. If f(xx, x2,...) can be made jointly continuous in xx, x2,...

by altering its value on a P-null set of the form Nx' = (Xn e N)for some n, 1 f£zz<oo,

then there is a k-process approximation such that Theorem 4.3 is still valid.

Proof. Since 0=F(A/œ)= f Pn(x, N)X(dx) and A is stationary, N is A-nulI, and so

has void interior on R. It is clear that by defining the original partition sets &k

somewhat differently, the set of endpoints of eSk sets can be made disjoint with A.

It then follows for the related ¿-processes that Pk(N™) = 0 for all k (remember that

Pk is a discrete distribution jumping at the endpoints of (Sk sets). Finally, apply

Corollary 4.1.

Introduce the two recurrence conditions (see, e.g., [11], [12], [13]):

Condition (B). A(F)>0 implies P(XneE infinitely often | A'0 = x) = l a.e. (A)

and

Condition (C). Same as Condition (B), except "a.e. (A)" is replaced by "for

every x e F."

It is not hard to see that Condition (B) is equivalent to requiring the Markov

operator F to be conservative and ergodic [11]. Condition (C) is considerably

more restrictive, and implies the indecomposability of the process in the sense of

Doeblin [13].

Theorem 4.4. If Condition (B) holds for the {Xn} process, each k-process is

irreducible.

Proof. Let Ee@k and °UX be the class of atoms of ^k such that Pk(x, E)>0 for

each xe U'e^ix. aUx is nonempty because Xk(E)>0 and Xk is stationary for the

¿-process. By induction, define Qlj as the class of atoms in <Sk such that Pk(x, U)>0

for each xeVellj for some F7 e <$l, _ x. Then U "= x <%„ = <% is the class of atoms of

^k which can ever "reach" E. The complement of the union of elements in °U,

say S, is stochastically closed for the ¿-process, so if S is nonempty, Pk(x, S) = l

for all x e S. Since S, if nonempty, has positive Xk measure, we find F(x, S)= 1

a.e. (A) on 5, contradicting Condition (B).

If Condition (B) holds, it is reasonable to expect the ¿-processes to behave like

persistent Markov chains. The precise statement is contained in

Theorem 4.5. If Condition (B) holds for the {Xn} process, all but a finite number

of the k-processes are persistent.

Proof. Suppose that there is a subsequence ¿' such that the irreducible k'-

processes are transient. Let I[ ■ ] be the indicator (characteristic) function of the

event in brackets, let F=(0, I]. The function

(4.18) lim sup 7[xn e E] = f(xx, x2,. ..)
n

is jointly continuous on Rx except on a subset of the set S of sequences {xn}

containing a subsequence converging to 0 or 1 and no subsequence converging to
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an interior point of E. If A is a bounded interval, 2"=i-Pí'(*> A)<co, and so

transiency implies limn |x„|=oo a.e. (Pk), so that Pk(S)=0. Moreover, P(S) = 0

by Condition (B). On a dense set of x we have Pk(fi< x) fc'~*" P(f< x) by Corollary

4.1, where now/is (4.18). Since Pk.{f <x) = the distribution with unit jump at zero

(since (4.18)=0 a.e. for transient chains) and P{f<x) has unit jump at x=I by

Condition (B), the resulting contradiction proves that for k> M, say, (4.18) is equal

to 1 a.e. iPk). Each ^-process is irreducible so must then be persistent for k> M.

5. Probabilistic proof of the ergodic theorem. To fix ideas, let XAffl, E, n) be a

Markov process on separable £ with stationary nonatomic measure w. Then, by

Theorem 3.1, Xn{il, E, tt) is isomorphic to a real process YJ[K, A, A) where K=I

= [0, 1] (for tt a probability) or K=R (for tt infinite). Let fiXn) be a functional

of the {Xn} process, E„\f\ <co, and define f*{Yn)=f{Xn) where T is the

isomorphism mapping, that is/* is an a.e. (A) defined functional of the {F„} process

given by

/*(J)=/(T-1F),

for almost all (A) y e R. Clearly EK\f*\=E„\f\ <oo, and

(6.1) Iim\%f(Xk)       a.e.(7T)onQ
»   n fe = i

if and only if

(6.2) lim1- f f*(Yk)       a.e.(X)onR.
»   " fe=i

Now suppose {Vn} is a Markov chain ; without loss of generality {Vn} may be assumed

irreducible, and let/be a functional on {Vn} with Eu\f\ <oo where p is a stationary

measure for the chain. If {Fn} is transient, irreducibility and stationarity imply {Vn}

has a countable state space and p is infinite. Then {Vn} eventually leaves the /Li-

finite set [|/|âl«]. Thus

(6.3) Urn1- 2/(Ffc) = 0       a.e.
n   w fe = i

If {Fn} is persistent, the left-hand side of (6.3) also exists a.e. This is an immediate

consequence of results in Chung [17, part I, §§14 and 15] done completely by

probability theory. The basic idea is to use the strong law of large numbers on the

independent random variables obtained by stopping the chain every time it returns

to a given point. We therefore see that the ergodic theorem holds for functionals

of general Markov chains. Now let/be a functional on the real process Yn(K, A, A),

where K is as defined in the first paragraph, and let Eh\f\ <oo. Let {Y%} be a Re-

process approximation to {FJ; the functionals/(FJ) satisfy EXk\f\ <oo. We have,

by the result for Markov chains

(6.4) lim sup \ 2 /( yf) = si( Y}, F2\ ... )
n n j=l
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and

(6.5) lim inf \ ¿ /( Yf) = s2(Y¡, Yk2,...)

are equal a.e. The functions s,(xx, x2,...), i=l, 2, are jointly continuous in their

arguments, so by Theorem 4.3

(6.6) Pk(Si(xx, xa,...) < x) -* P(i,(xi, x2,...) < x)

for i=l, 2. Since

(6.7) Pk(sx(xx, x2,...) = s2(xx, x2,...)) = 1

for each ¿, (6.6) implies (6.7) for Pk replaced by P. This is the ergodic theorem for

functionals of the process {Yn}.

Let {Z„, — oo<zz<oo} be a strictly stationary stochastic process with nonatomic

stationary measure p defined on bilateral coordinate space, and let EU\ZX\ <oo.

The following idea is related to one used by Harris [8]. Define

Xn = (Zn, Zn-i, Zn-2,. . .).

We claim that we can make the random vectors {Xn} into a strictly stationary

Markov process with stationary transition probabilities and with unilateral

infinite-dimensional coordinate space R«, as state space. First, due to a-finiteness

of p, if E is Borel in Rx

(6.8) P(XneE\ X„j St <n) = P[(Zn,Zn_i,.. JeE^Z,.* .. .),y S t < n]

can be defined a.e. on Rx as a probability function, i.e., bounded between 0 and 1.

Then (6.8) is immediately observed to be the same as

P(XneE\Xt)

proving the Markov property. The stationarity of the transition functions follows

from (6.8) and the strict stationarity of the process {Zn}. Finally, for F£F„, set

77(F) = p[(Zn,Zn _i,...)eE].

77 is well defined by the strict stationarity of {Zn}. We have

JF(z, E)-n(dz) = jp[(Zi, Z0,...)eE\ (Z0, Z_1;.. .)]p(dw)

= p[(ZuZ0,...)eE] = TT(E),

thereby proving the stationarity of 77 for the {Xn} process. Since the Borel field of

Rn is separable, the isomorphism theorem can be applied to {Xn}. Define the

functional

fi(Xn) = Zn.
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Eu\f\ <co, so that the functional/* defined at the beginning of this section satisfies

the ergodic theorem for functionals of real processes as we have seen, and by (6.1)

and (6.2), the ergodic theorem holds for the functional/ i.e.,

lim^Z,
»   n ic=i

converges a.e. This is the ergodic theorem for p nonatomic; the general case

requires modifications in line with our former comments.

6. Extensions. Our aim now is to extend our results from Xn(R, A, X)

to the general process on separable E by means of the isomorphism Theorem 3.1.

This is an easy task. Since, by definition, the isomorphism is a transformation

defined only almost everwhere, roughly speaking we may say that results not

depending upon local behavior (that is, assertions not made about a specific

starting point x, but rather about almost all starting points) may be carried over

immediately to the general process, whereas facts about local behavior at points

may require a further argument. For example, the results of §4 may be carried over

immediately to the general process : since there is always a ^-process approximation

such that Pk => P on Xn(R, A, A), substituting Fn(D, E, tt) (where v is infinite) for

Xn(R, A, A) and making the appropriate replacements in §4 leaves all results intact,

because loss of sets of measure zero makes no difference. The important obser-

vation is that a local result (depending upon a conditional probability at x) needs

special consideration. That this should be so is natural since w-null sets are not

necessarily P(x, ■ )-null for every x.
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